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ABSTRACT
Virtual terrain generation has been a popular area of research over the last thirty years. More recently the topic of using video games to promote exercise and rehabilitation has gained momentum. We propose a system which allows for physical therapists to aid in the creation and management of virtual environments for use in conjunction with walking and balance exercises. Our system allows the therapist to design a 3D path with challenges including hills and turns suitable for the ability of the patient. After the path has been designed, the system generates a terrain using an iterative surface-matching quadtree algorithm, culminating in an immersive, engaging environment for the patient.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Virtual environments are increasingly used in exercise-based video games and rehabilitation systems. As users perform exercises, they are able to receive real-time feedback and are entertained, leading to more enjoyment and engagement during the activity. In our rehabilitation scenario, the patient walks on a treadmill with the environment projected in front of them, mimicking the speed and orientation of the walker. This virtual environment is key to keeping the patient engaged in the rehab process. Another key is the ability of the rehabilitation operator to tune the exercise regimen to the needs of the patient. If the patient is just beginning to regain locomotion, they would not need to walk up a steep hill. At the other extreme, a patient who is finishing their rehabilitation would likely need a more strenuous challenge than walking through a flat field. Needs vary from patient to patient and even from week to week. We cannot foresee all necessary path configurations ahead of time, so a customizable solution is required.

One way to customize paths and environments is to hand model everything. While this approach would work in theory, in reality the cost of generating all the necessary environments by hand would be prohibitive. For example, a sample terrain designed by hand took over 40 hours to model and texture. In this paper we present a system which can be used by a physical therapist with little knowledge of computer graphics to design a path and virtual environment of comparable scale and complexity in less than an hour.

Our system begins with a path definition. This path is used to determine the exercise for the patient. The therapist (operator) decides how long the path is as well as what shape it has, with the ability to design inclines, declines, turns, and cycles. These features are linked to a treadmill on a motion platform which can rotate and tilt. As the path inclines, so does the treadmill. This provides the patient with a realistic physical challenge to match their visual experience.

Once the path is defined, an environment is procedurally generated around the path. Rather than the real-world approach which encounters a hill and places a road to conform to the hill, our system sees an inclined path and creates a virtual hill to match it. While this would be a fairly trivial task for a path which is linear, our paths can turn and loop around, leaving interesting landscape features in their wakes.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we look at work related to the idea of procedural terrain generation and physical therapy. Section 3 introduces and describes the process of designing paths. Section 4 describes the algorithm for conforming a landscape into the shape prescribed by a path. The last sections show results, conclusions, and future work.

2. RELATED WORK
Many techniques exist for synthesizing terrains. Procedural terrain modelling has been an increasingly popular topic of research for the last thirty years. The most common techniques for synthesis include geometric modeling and physical simulation. Geometric models are commonly based on fractal designs such as those used by Mandelbrot [13], Fournier [10], and Perlin [15]. Physical simulation techniques are largely based on erosion methods such as thermal erosion and fluvial erosion. Both are discussed by Musgrave et al [14]. These techniques can produce realistic looking terrains, but are often difficult to control.
One method for recreating realistic terrains is proposed by Zhou et al [21] which applies real-world elevation data to user-defined control paths. Thus a mountain range or canyon can be conformed to follow any desired route. Several other works allow users to sketch splines, rivers, mountains and other features and then generate terrains to match [1, 11]. These techniques are designed for the user to define terrain features such as ridges which are then directly built in to the terrain shape. Our paths are not necessarily features of the terrain and will not always be ridges or valleys.

A technique for constrained fractal terrains has been proposed by Belhadj [2]. This idea was created to reconstruct digital elevation maps by supersampling compressed elevation sets gathered by satellites or other means. They are also able to account for user sketches as constraints for terrain generation. They use a triangle-based Midpoint Displacement Bottom-Up process (MDBU) to fill in the gaps between known control points and those which require additional constraint. This technique does a fine job in filling in the gaps between user-defined control points, but has complicated parameter settings which would cause a steep learning curve for a novice user. In an earlier work [3], they allowed users to define mountain ridges and river valleys to give an initial shape to the terrain. This technique produces terrains by refining fractals between the constraints, but is not suitable for our needs as the terrain always slopes down from the ridges and up from the valleys. We want to use the shape of the path to inform the terrain builder of the slope of surrounding features without having the path designer specify whether they are on a ridge or in a valley.

In our research we have found limited work which adapts the shape of a terrain to a pre-defined path. One author proposed the idea but in their actual work did not end up using paths [5]. Another work by Smelik et al [18] uses an integration of manual editing and procedural generation to create landscapes at low cost to the user but with more control than purely procedural methods. They also point out that procedural content is well-suited for large-scale operations while manual editing works well with small details, but it is difficult to bridge the gap with medium levels of detail and control. Their design is meant to be edited continuously with live updating of features such as cities, rivers, and roads. Because of the interaction between these components, strict manually-designed features are not well-preserved upon procedural generation.

Another paper by Stachniak and Stuerzlinger [19] presents a method for conforming an existing terrain to the shape of a constraint which could be defined as a path or road. This method begins with a defined terrain and a path for constraint, and then seeks to take steps toward an optimal solution by deforming segments of the terrain under a gaussian kernel. While this technique can come close to an optimal solution, there is no guarantee of convergence. This technique involves manipulating an existing terrain, whereas we are working from scratch. One more technique for applying local manipulation to an existing terrain is presented by Bruneton et al [7]. They begin with large-scale Geographical Information Systems (GIS) data and render is using a level of detail (LOD) approach, focusing on local manipulation of the terrain from user-defined roads and rivers. Once again this system is designed for use with a pre-existing terrain.

Taking the opposite approach, there has been work done related to finding a suitable path using the terrain as the constraint [12]. Given a terrain with origin and destination points, Galin et al are able to generate a road connecting the two while considering obstacles including rivers and hills. Our work seeks to do the reverse: we are designing a path and then generating a terrain shape to conform to that path. In our case, the path is the key component because of its link to the therapy, while the environment is secondary.

Related to our motivation for immersing the patient in a virtual environment, gameplay has been shown to motivate physical activity [20]. Significant work has been done in research on exergames, the design of video games used in conjunction with exercise equipment. Considerations for these games are discussed in [17]. Rewards for physical interaction has been shown to increase physical activity while playing games without decreasing the enjoyment of the experience [4]. In a similar vein, Bianchi et al [6] demonstrated that body movement and physical activity not only increase the level of engagement for players by motivating a sense of presence in the digital world, but the experience became more rewarding for players as a result.

While it has been shown that games can serve to assist in promoting physical activity, they cannot provide all the motivation on their own. Chandra et al [8] showed that while patients enjoyed their individual exercise sessions more while using motivation through entertainment, they still wanted to see long-term progress numbers toward their overall rehabilitation.

Dimovska et al [9] demonstrate that adapting level difficulty based on previous performance can positively impact rehabilitation goals. Using a Wii Balance Board, they developed an adaptive skiing game which placed future gates based on the player’s ability as shown through prior gate passing. By adapting the difficulty to the patient ability, they are able to maintain better engagement of subjects because they are less prone to boredom in the case of easy levels, or frustration in the case of levels which are too difficult. Our system allows the physical therapist to create a path with an appropriate level of challenge for each patient.

3. PATH GENERATION
In order to have a rehabilitation tuned to the specific needs of a patient, we need to provide the operator control over the shape of the path the patient has to traverse. The path is defined by a set of control points which are user-placed. To interpolate between control points we use Hermite splines for a second-order continuity. Once the spline curve has been defined, we determine the shape of path geometry, and in Section 4 we use the path geometry to calculate the shape of the terrain.

3.1 Control Points
The main control the operator has in shaping the path is in the position of the control points. These points are shown as white spheres as in Figure 1. The operator has freedom to select a sphere and move it anywhere in the 3-dimensional world space of the game. Points may be added to the end
of a path, inserted into the middle of the path, moved, and deleted. As points are manipulated, the path is updated for real-time feedback. One element which can aid therapists in tuning the rigor of the workout is the display of path statistics such as the length of the path and the current slope. These numbers can be seen when editing control points or when walking along the path as seen on the right side of Figure 8. Additionally the operator can choose an open path which can start and end at arbitrary locations, or a closed loop path. There is no practical limit to the number of control points used in the path. The main limiting factor is the time required by the operator to place the path points.

3.2 Hermite Splines

With our control points in place, we need to interpolate between them to give shape to the path. Linear and quadratic interpolation do not provide the smoothness we require, so we use a cubic Hermite spline. We need the interpolation to be smooth because of the nature of the immersive environment. With a large, immersive display, jerky motion can cause disorientation of the user.

Our Hermite spline interpolates the path shape between each consecutive pair of path control points. Segment \( k \) is defined between control points \( p_k \) and \( p_{k+1} \). To obtain the starting tangent for \( p_k \), we use half the vector formed between the surrounding control points: \( m_k = (p_{k+1} - p_{k-1})/2 \) and similar for \( p_{k+1} \) our tangent is \( m_{k+1} = (p_{k+2} - p_k)/2 \). The automation of tangent vectors makes the system easier than requiring explicit tangents as in some drawing programs. Then for a given interval between control points, with interpolant \( t \epsilon [0, 1] \), we find the position \( p(t) \) using the following equation:

\[
p(t) = a \ast p_k + b \ast m_k + c \ast p_{k+1} + d \ast m_{k+1}
\]

where

\[
a = (2t^3 - 3t^2 + 1), \quad b = (t^3 - 2t^2 + t), \quad c = (-2t^3 + 3t^2), \quad d = (t^3 - t^2).
\]

3.3 Character Position

When traversing the path through the world, the position of the viewer is constrained to the defined path. The position is determined by the parameters of the Hermite spline as in Equation 1, while the orientation of the character is based on an approximate tangent of that curve. This tangent is given as the normalized vector \( \mathbf{p}_{k+1} - \mathbf{p}_k \). Sampling the path slightly ahead of the current position (at \( t + \epsilon \)) allows us to give the user a look-ahead anticipation of upcoming curves. For this reason the path needs to be second-order continuous. The first order ensures that the character’s position does not jump from time to time, while the second order continuity means that the character’s view direction does not take an abrupt turn.

3.4 Distance Interpolation

In order to create a realistic experience for the user, they must be able to move along the path at a consistent speed, regardless of the underlying control system. With our parameterized splines, the primary definition of position along the spline is consistent with the relative position between control points. In this case it takes a constant change in the parameter value \( t \) to interpolate from control point A to control point B.

Under the default parameters, it would take one second to move from point A to point B, and the same time to move from point B to point C. This time would not change regardless of the distance between each set of points.

Consider \( d \) as the distance along the curve, and say \( \bar{p} \) is the position in space. We would like the following to hold:

\[
\frac{d\bar{p}}{dt} = \delta \tag{2}
\]

that is, the change in spatial position relative to the change in the path distance parameter should be a constant (\( \delta \)). We can sample the curve through time to construct a mapping from time to spatial distance. Now consider a function \( \Phi : \mathbb{R} \Rightarrow \mathbb{R}^3 \) such that \( \Phi(d) = t \). We use the map to determine the translation for \( \Phi \). The Hermite interpolation function we will call \( H : \mathbb{R} \Rightarrow \mathbb{R}^3 \) which translates \( H(t) = \bar{p} \). Combining those layers yields:

\[
\bar{p} = H(t) = H(\Phi(d)) \tag{3}
\]

which gives us the ability to increment \( d \) at a constant rate. We are able to then apply the speed of the user on the treadmill to consistently determine the rate of the user through the world, satisfying Equation 2.

3.5 Path Geometry

The geometry of the path is extruded along the path spline, using normals from the spline to determine the vertices of the geometry. Figure 2 illustrates how the shape of the Hermite spline determines the shape of the corresponding segment of path geometry. Note that by default there is no roll to the path, that is the path is flat horizontally.
Figure 3: The terrain has been modified to match the desired path.

The resolution of the path segments is static from one control point to the next. Unlike the character position, the path geometry does not need to be normalized based on world space distances. This is because the importance of the path segments is in the overall shape of the segment, not in the individual details.

4. TERRAIN GENERATION

The main contribution of our work is the concept of moving from the shape of a user-defined path to fitting an entire terrain around that path. Our terrain is defined as a 2-dimensional height map. This map is scaled in the X and Z directions to account for the potential range of scales on the user-defined path. We define the Y-axis as the vertical scale along which the height values vary. We begin by matching the terrain to the heights of the path segments. Next we start an iterative plane-fitting process to bring the terrain into alignment with the path.

4.1 Matching the Path

To begin the terrain defining process, we match the terrain to the user-defined height of the path. One difficulty arises due to the difference in definitions for the terrain and the path segments. The terrain is defined as a grid-based height map, while the path is a ribbon of 3D geometry. Our target is the height map.

For each point in the height map we check for the presence of path geometry at the same XZ coordinate. If there is a collision with that geometry, we assign the corresponding shape of the terrain:

\[ y_i = \beta_1 x_i + \beta_2 z_i + \beta_3 \]

1. Terrain adjacent to the path should match the height of the path.

2. Terrain should naturally interpolate between path segments.

3. Terrain should have shape outside the confine of the path, i.e. extrapolating the slopes.

We need to use a method to fit the terrain to the path at multiple scales. Several prior techniques rely on local manipulation of existing terrain shapes [18, 19]. We do not want to constrain our path generation process to be driven by an existing terrain shape, but to be open for whatever the physical therapist deems appropriate for the patient. Our technique is to iteratively find a best-fit surface. By finding the best fit at various scales via a quadtree [16], we are able to provide slopes over the scale of the entire terrain as well as refine local details to conform to the height adjacent to the path. We describe the technique of matching a single quad in Section 4.2.1 and then how to combine different levels of the tree in Section 4.2.2.

4.2.1 Linear Least Squares

In general we want to solve the overdetermined system defined by a set of m terrain-path points with n unknown coefficients.

\[ \sum_{j=1}^{n} X_{ij} y_j = y_i, \quad (i = 1, 2, ..., m). \]

(4)

Note that in the case of a planar equation, we will use 3 coefficients, giving us \( n = 3 \), but in general we may have more coefficients, \( \beta_1, \beta_2, \ldots, \beta_n \). In order to solve this system, we need \( m \geq n \). As we use a different path or change levels of the quadtree, \( m \) will change. We can write Equation 4 in matrix form,

\[ X \beta = y \]

(5)

For each point in the height map we check for the presence of path geometry at the same XZ coordinate. If there is a collision with that geometry, we assign the corresponding height \((Y)\) into the height map. We also mark that position as a part of the path so that it is preserved as a terrain-path point when we perform the plane fitting in the next section.

At this point we also modify the texture of the terrain to indicate where the path is. When walking through the world, it is helpful to have a visible path to follow, not just an invisible line to which you are anchored. To easily avoid z-fighting issues or other problems caused by imperfect matching between the path height and the terrain height, we simply apply the path texture to the terrain on the appropriate terrain-path positions.

4.2 Shaping The Terrain

Once we have rasterized the path, we can begin the process of matching the surrounding terrain to the shape modeled by the terrain-path. We have a few criteria for the resulting shape of the terrain:

\[ \begin{align*}
    y_i & = \beta_1 x_i + \beta_2 z_i + \beta_3 \\
    y_i & = \beta_1 x_i + \beta_2 z_i + \beta_3 \\
\end{align*} \]

(9)
When we solve Equation 8 we have coefficients $\beta_1$, $\beta_2$, and $\beta_3$ to determine values of $y$ in Equation 4. This defines the slope of the best fit plane required for one square of the terrain as shown in Figure 7B. Clearly one plane cannot fit the entire path unless that path is entirely flat. To accomodate this, we need to iterate down to multiple levels of detail using a quadtree approach, refining the shape of the terrain at multiple resolutions. Figure 7 demonstrates the refinement of a height map being fitted to a path. At each level, planes are fit to the terrain-path points they contain. Part B fits one plane over the full path. Part C fits four planes (one per quadrant), part D 16 planes, and so on. At each level, the area covered by each plane is reduced, creating a better fit height map.

4.2.2 Diamond-Square

We want to refine the fitting of the terrain, starting at the largest scale and moving to the smallest. Blending from one level of quadtree planar matching to the next is tricky. If we do not match the edges of the plane squares, we obtain some clearly incorrect results as in Figure 4. We therefore need to maintain some information of the points used from one level to the next.

The first level or plane fitting is always done over the entire terrain. This establishes the basic slope of the whole area. If the defined path has an overall inclination, we want to be able to maintain the feel that the terrain is on a hillside, rather than having it flatten on the edges beyond the scope of the defined path. This step is shown for a sample path in Figure 7B. Next we divide the terrain into quadrants and find the best fit planes for each of these based on the terrain-path points contained in each as described in Section 4.2.1.

Beyond the first iteration of plane matching, there will be a few issues to consider. One is that adjacent planes share boundaries. If we do not match those boundaries, we obtain a result as in Figure 4. On each level of iteration, we only compute the heights on the corners of each square as indicated in red in Figure 5. The heights of the corners applied to the height map are determined by averaging heights contributed by adjacent squares. Because of the contributions from multiple squares to a single corner, each square is not guaranteed to be planar. If the corner height shared by adjacent squares differ greatly, they will still be resolved on further iterations. This in particular arises when the path shape is not close to planar, such as the switchbacks found on the side of a steep slope. We may find multiple levels of a switchback path to be in the same square, meaning that a single plane cannot be a good representative for that section. This issue is resolved on further refinement as seen in Figure 7F as compared to C.

We only apply the plane-fitting calculations on squares which contain enough points $m$ from the terrain-path to satisfy the requirement from Section 4.2.1 that $m \geq n$. This creates a natural stopping point for our iteration. Once we have too few control points per square we will have an underdetermined system. For example, in a system solving for planes ($n = 3$) in a 1024x1024 height map, we would be able to iterate 10 levels before we are down to $2 \times 2$ squares, giv-
ing a maximum number of control points at $m = 4$. Further iterations would not allow for solving of a best-fit plane.

As in Figure 5C the corner squares (grayed out) of the terrain do not contain any part of the path, so they are not used to solve for a best-fit plane and no longer contribute to surrounding control corners. This does not mean that the square is held static, however. If that square is still adjacent to any other active squares, its control corners may still be affected, leading to a change in its shape.

### 4.3 Additional Elements

Apart from the shape of the terrain, we found that one of the biggest factors for immersion in the virtual environment were trees. Trees allow the subject to feel as if they are walking through the woods, rather than walking on a bare patch of grass. When moving, trees provide an easily perceived reference point for motion, enhancing the subject’s immersive experience.

Our trees were modeled by hand but placed randomly through the terrain, although avoiding the path and area immediately surrounding the path. We found that placing enough trees in the environment allowed us to limit the size of terrain needed to surround the path, due to the visual occlusion provided by the trunks, branches, and leaves. The trees are maintained by Unity’s terrain structure which provides support for instancing, billboardering, and distance-culling.

One more element which can be added to the environment is signs. These can provide the user with information such as the distance covered, the distance remaining, or warning them that a hill is just around the corner. They can also be used for encouraging messages from the operator, letting the user know he is doing a good job without removing him from the virtual world.

### 5. IMPLEMENTATION

We implemented the system using the Unity3D software package (http://www.unity3d.com). All scripting was done using C#.

Our basic scene begins with a set of control points for the path that the user can move, add to, or delete. The path can be toggled open or closed to form a loop. At any time the user can decide to build the terrain which begins the process described in Section 4. They can flatten the generated terrain to start again or edit the path which has already been built. Trees and signs can be added and deleted. The user has options to save the terrain they are currently working on or to load saved terrains. While modifying the path, a moving border informs the user of the anticipated size of the generated terrain.

Our scenes are able to run in real-time with interactive frame rates over 90fps on a single-core Intel i7 processor using under 750MB of memory for our largest terrain.

A part of the immersive system involves projecting the environment onto a domed surface to immerse the user in their environment. We developed a hemispherical projection surface built of foamcore on which to display the environment. With the projector behind the screen and a quarter-spherical front-surface mirror, we are able to show an image which encompasses the user’s full field of view without encumbering motion.

### 6. RESULTS

We have used this system to generate large terrains much more efficiently than can be done by hand. Our largest path created to date involved 250 control points and a path length of nearly 4km. The resulting terrain is over 1.5km square with a resolution of $4096^2$, and takes around 30 seconds to iterate for its shape, paint the path texture, and populate with trees. We based this path off of a terrain modeled and textured by hand which took around 40 hours to design including shaping, smoothing, texturing, adding trees and other objects to the scene. The path itself, with 250 control points, took around a half an hour to complete. The resulting terrain shapes are comparable, however the time savings of 80x is very significant.

We also found that it is much easier to have a novice therapist figure out how to use the path creation tool than to learn all the modeling and texturing techniques required to build a terrain and path system from the ground up. This allows the system to be distributed to people with little 3D graphics experience.

### 7. CONCLUSION

We have presented a system for generating environments based on user-defined paths. The path generation technique allows for novice users to define a path shape to fit the needs
Figure 7: We begin the terrain fitting process by matching the terrain to the height of the path (A). Next we start our iterative planar matching algorithm. First we find the best fit plane for the full scale of the terrain (B). Next we iterate through different resolutions of planes and refine the fitting for each square (C-F) until the final terrain takes shape.

Figure 8: A screenshot of the environment while walking along the user-defined path. On the right are a list of statistics which can be used by the operator including the path length and slope.
of a physical therapy patient. The surrounding terrain is automatically generated to conform to the shape of the given path. Trees, signs, and textures are applied to the terrain to create an immersive experience for the user.

In future work we would like to extend the capabilities of the terrain system to include the ability to integrate hand-designed elements into the terrain shape. This could include features such as cliffs, creekbeds, lakes, and other physical formations. These features would enhance the realism of the experience for the user and could be applied to the scene in locations determined by image matching techniques or similar. We would also like to be able to provide interactive terrain shaping as control points are added and manipulated. We would also like to explore potential applications with more complex terrains including those with tunnels and multi-layered paths.
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